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This work develops a population-genetics model for polymorphic chromosome inversions. The model precisely describes
how an inversion changes the nature of and approach to linkage equilibrium. The work also describes algorithms and
software for allele-frequency estimation and linkage analysis in the presence of an inversion. The linkage algorithms
implemented in the software package Mendel estimate recombination parameters and calculate the posterior probability
that each pedigree member carries the inversion. Application of Mendel to eight Centre d’E´tude du Polymorphisme
Humain pedigrees in a region containing a common inversion on 8p23 illustrates its potential for providingmore-precise
estimates of the location of an unmapped marker or trait gene. Our expanded cytogenetic analysis of these families
further identiﬁes inversion carriers and increases the evidence of linkage.
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Recent reports suggest that chromosomal rearrangements
such as insertions, deletions, and inversions are more com-
mon in humans than previously believed.1–3 These rear-
rangements pose a problem when mapping disease genes,
and more-subtle models and statistical methods are sorely
needed to deal with them. In the present study, we discuss
the issue of inversion polymorphisms in gene mapping
and how this barrier to proper statistical inference can be
surmounted through a modiﬁed algorithm for linkage
analysis.
Various large-scale rearrangements have been character-
ized elsewhere by statistical analysis of genotype data.4,5
Genomic rearrangements include duplications, deletions,
insertions, and inversions in stretches of DNAwith a range
of !1 kb to 15 Mb.6 The substrates for these common re-
arrangements are generally highly homologous sequences
of low complexity, known as “low-copy repeats” (LCRs).7
The LCRs extend ∼10–400 kb and ﬂank the rearranged
genomic segment.8 Different orientations of the LCRs can
lead to aberrant recombination events. With the same ori-
entation of repeat sequences upstream and downstream
of a given region,misregistered pairing of homologues can
occur during meiosis, leading to loss (deletion) or gain
(insertion) of genetic material in the two resulting gam-
etes. If the repeat sequences ﬂanking a stretch of DNA are
inverted with respect to one another and the region bends
into a loop structure during meiosis, then an intrachro-
mosomal recombination event may occur and cause an
inversion of the DNA segment. Inversions on 4p16 and
8p23 are ﬂanked by clusters of olfactory-receptor genes,
which are likely the substrates for these intrachromosomal
rearrangements.9
Several characterized inversions are associated with del-
eterious phenotypes. Disruption of critical regulatory or
coding sequences via such rearrangements has been impli-
cated in certain rare diseases known as “genomic disor-
ders.”6,10 Notable examples are hemophilia A,11,12 Prader-
Willi or Angelman syndrome,13,14 Williams-Beuren syn-
drome,15,16 and Hunter syndrome.17 Other inversions are
believed to be selectively neutral or advantageous. Cyto-
genetic analyses of unaffected individuals have uncovered
common neutral inversions on chromosome 9,18 4p16,9
and 8p23.19 Stefansson et al.4 propose that an inversion
on 17q21 with a frequency of ∼21% in Europeans provides
a selective reproductive advantage. A comparisonbetween
chimpanzee and human maps reveals polymorphic in-
versions on 7p22, 7q11, and 16q24, with minor-allele fre-
quencies in the range of 5%–48%. These inversions may
be a driving force in primate evolution.20
Taking into account genomic structural variation is cru-
cial in linkage studies of human diseases. When a ﬁxed
marker order is assumed for all individuals in an inverted
region, one tends to see spurious recombination events
among inversion carriers. The traditional reaction has been
to inﬂate map distances. Because this involves so many
internal contradictions, it is better to invoke genotyping
error5 and discard some observations. In a recent study
that compared genetic map distances across populations,
genotyping errors could explain discrepancies in map dis-
tances in some regions but not in the large 8p23 inver-
sion.21 Many investigators now exclude markers within
the problematic 8p23 region when conducting genome
screens for complex traits.22–24 Although such caution is
understandable, it is bound to result in failure if the disease
gene falls within the inversion.
In this work, we present a mathematical model, statis-
tical methods, and likelihood algorithms for dealing with
chromosome inversions. These methods take as known
the population frequency of the inverted chromosome and
the boundaries of the inversion. To validate our theory
andmethods, we implemented them in the software pack-
age Mendel (UCLA Human Genetics Web site) and per-
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Figure 1. Chromosome-inversion diagram with both markers in-
side the inversion.
Figure 2. Chromosome-inversion diagram with one marker ﬂank-
ing the inversion and the other located within it.
formed an analysis of eight CEPH families over an 18-cM
region on chromosome 8p23. On the basis of the same
eight CEPH families, Broman et al.5 demonstrated that the
region harbors an inversion spanning ∼12 cM in females
and ∼2 cM in males. Our analysis conﬁrms these estimates
and shows that one can map candidate genes more pre-
cisely in an inverted region by using modiﬁed versions of
standard software.
Before discussing the results of our data analysis, we turn
to a mathematical model that sheds light on the nature
of genetic equilibrium in the presence of inversions and
the rate at which equilibrium is approached. Our math-
ematical model shows that allele frequencies and haplo-
type frequencies speciﬁc to normal and inverted chromo-
somes decay over time to predictable equilibrium values.
Suppression of recombination between normal and in-
verted chromosomes slows the approach to linkage equi-
librium. Because of the complexity of the model, ourmost
demanding mathematical derivations will be relegated to
the appendixes.
Methods
Linkage Equilibrium
Under the population assumptions typically invoked inmodeling
Hardy-Weinberg and linkage equilibrium, convergence to equi-
librium within an inversion tends to be slower than convergence
to equilibrium in comparable regions outside the inversion. Sup-
pression of recombination between an inversion and its normal
counterpart, effectively demonstrated in balancer chromosome
technology,25 explains this phenomenon.
To explore the population dynamics of a pair of markers, we
ﬁrst must understand the dynamics at a single marker. An allele
a of a marker can exist on an inverted or a normal chromosome
background. Let denote its frequency (conditionalprobability)mpaFi
at generation m on the inverted background, and let denotempaFn
its frequency on a normal background. If the marker falls inside
the inversion, then these frequencies do not change over time
because of suppression of recombination. In symbols,
m mp p p and p p p . (1)aFi aFi aFn aFn
This result is in striking contrast to the case where the marker
falls outside the inversion. Recombination can transfer an allele
from an inverted background to a normal background and vice
versa. The dynamics of the process involve the population fre-
quency q of the inversion and the recombination fraction v sep-
arating the marker and the nearer inversion boundary. Assuming
that the production of the next generation occurs by random
union of gametes, we can write the recurrence
1m1 2 m m mqp p q p  2q(1 q) (1 v)p  vp (2)[ ]aFi aFi aFi aFn2
for the frequency (joint probability) of a gamete bearing allele a
and the inversion. The ﬁrst term, , on the right of the re-2 mq paFi
currence (eq. [2]) is the probability that the parent of the gamete
possesses two inverted chromosomes and passes allele a at the
designatedmarker. The second term on the right is the probability
that the parent possesses one inverted and one normal chromo-
some and passes allele a. Dividing equation (2) by q gives the
textbook recurrence
m1 m m mp p qp  (1 q) (1 v)p  vp (3)[ ]aFi aFi aFi aFn
for convergence to linkage equilibrium. This is hardly surprising,
because the nearer inversion boundary can be thought of as a
second marker with the two alleles i and n. The normal chromo-
some counterpart of recurrence (eq. [3]) is
m1 m m mp p (1 q)p  q (1 v)p  vp . (4)[ ]aFn aFn aFn aFi
We present this classic derivation in detail because other argu-
ments to come are patterned on it. Standard transformation of
recurrences (3) and (4) yield the recurrences
m1 mp  p p (1 v)(p  p )aFi a aFi a
and
m1 mp  p p (1 v)(p  p ) , (5)aFn a aFn a
with representing the constant overall fre-m mp p qp  (1 q)pa aFi aFn
quency of allele a. These recurrences show that equilibrium is
approached at the geometric rate . Again we stress that this(1 v)
result is extremely well known.26
We now examine convergence to equilibrium with two mark-
ers. Denote the population frequency of an allele b at the second
locus by either or , and denote the frequency of a haplotypem mp pbFi bFn
with allele a at the ﬁrst marker and allele b at the second marker
by either or . As before, these conditional probabilitiesm mp pabFi abFn
depend on the generation number m and the inverted back-
ground i or the normal background n. There are four cases to
consider, depending on the location of the markers relative to
the inversion boundaries.
The simplest case involves two markers located inside the in-
version with a recombination fraction v separating them (see ﬁg.
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Figure 3. Chromosome-inversion diagram with both markers ﬂank-
ing the inversion. A, Markers on opposite sides. B, Markers on the
same side.
Figure 4. The ratio (12) summarizing convergence to linkage
equilibrium as a function of generation number, m.
1). The random-union-of-gametes argument now leads to the
haplotype recurrence
1m1 2 m 2 m m mqp p q (1 v)p  q vp p  2q(1 q) p .abFi abFi aFi bFi abFi2
Dividing this by q and subtracting the equilibrium frequency
gives the amended recurrencep paFi bFi
m1 mp  p p p (1 qv)(p  p p ) . (6)abFi aFi bFi abFi aFi bFi
The analogous recurrence for haplotypes on the normal back-
ground is
m1 mp  p p p 1 (1 q)v (p  p p ) . (7)[ ]abFn aFn bFn abFn aFn bFn
The recurrences (6) and (7) show that equilibrium is approached
at the geometric rates and , respectively. These1 qv 1 (1 q)v
resemble the familiar rate of in the absence of an inversion,1 v
except for the factors of q and modifying v. Thus, the ap-1 q
proach to equilibrium is slowed by the presence of the inversion.
Figure 2 depicts the situation in which one marker ﬂanks the
inversion and the other falls inside the inversion. Here, denotesve
the recombination fraction between marker (the externalM1
marker), the left inversion boundary denotes the recombinationvi
fraction between and on the inverted background, andM M1 2
denotes the recombination fraction between and on thev M Mn 1 2
normal background. In this notation, it is straightforward to de-
rive the recurrences
1m1 2 m 2 m mqp p q (1 v )p  q v p p  2q(1 q) (1 v )pabFi i abFi i aFi bFi e abFi2
1 m2q(1 q) v p pe aFn bFi2
and
m1 2 m 2 m(1 q)p p (1 q) (1 v )p  (1 q) v p pabFn n abFn n aFn bFn
1 1m m2q(1 q) (1 v )p  2q(1 q) v p pe abFn e aFi bFn2 2
with use of the relationships and for them mp p p p p pbFi bFi bFn bFn
marker inside the inversion. Dividing these two recurrences by q
and , respectively, leads to the vector recurrence1 q
m1pabFi
m1( )pabFn
q(1 v ) (1q)(1 v ) 0i e
p [ ]0 (1q)(1 v )q(1 v )n e
m mp qv p (1q)v p pabFi i bFi e bFi aFi
#  .
m m( ) ( )[ ]p qv p (1q)v p pabFn e bFn n bFn aFn
(8)
One can easily check that the choices andp p p p p pabFi a bFi abFn
furnish a ﬁxed point of recurrence (8) when the single-p pa bFn
marker equilibria are in force for the marker ﬂank-m mp p p p paFi aFn a
ing the inversion. Appendix A undertakes a thorough mathe-
matical analysis of this interesting dynamic system.
In ﬁgure 3A, the markers ﬂank opposite sides of the inversion.
In addition to the recombination fractions , , and appearingv v v1 2 3
in ﬁgure 3A, we need the recombination fraction separatingv12
and on a normal chromosome background. If we postulateM M1 2
no chiasma interference, then Trow’s formula27 determines v12
according to
1 2v p (1 2v )(1 2v )(1 2v ) .12 1 2 3
In this notation, the logic already invoked leads to the vector
recurrence
m mp paFi bFi⎛ ⎞
m1 m m mp p p pabFi abFi aFi bFn
pM N , (9)( ) ( )m1 m m mp p p pabFn abFn aFn bFi⎜ ⎟
m mp p⎝ ⎠aFn bFn
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Table 1. Parameter Values for
the Demonstration of Convergence
to Linkage Equilibrium
Parametera Parameter Value
Initial:
pabFi .30
paFi .30
pbFi .60
paFn .25
pbFn .60
Equilibrium:
pa .28
pb .58
Inversion:
q .60
NOTE.—Genetic distances are based on
Haldane’s function. For , the dis-v p .2312
tance is 30 cM (the total distance be-
tween the two markers as computed from
Trow’s formula); for ,v p v p v p .091 2 3
the distance is 10 cM.
a Parameter names follow the conven-
tions used in the “Linkage Equilibrium”
subsection of the “Methods” section.
Table 2. Population Frequencies of Various Genotypes
No. of Inverted
Chromosomes
Population Frequency by Genotype
Homozygous a/a Heterozygous a/b
Unknown 2[(1 q)p  qp ]aFn aFi 2[(1 q)p  qp ][(1 q)p  qp ]aFn aFi bFn bFi
0 2 2(1 q) paFn
2(1 q) 2p paFn bFn
1 2q(1 q)p paFn aFi 2q(1 q)[p p  p p ]aFn bFi aFi bFn
2 2 2q paFi
2q 2p paFi bFi
where M is the matrix
1 v 012q[ ]v v (1 v )(1 v )1 3 1 3
(1 v )(1 v ) v v1 3 1 3(1 q) (10)[ ]0 1 v12
and N is the matrix
v 0 0 012q[ ]0 v (1 v ) (1 v )v 01 3 1 3
0 (1 v )v v (1 v ) 01 3 1 3(1 q) .[ ]0 0 0 v12
At the single-marker equilibria, the choices p p p p p pabFi abFn a b
furnish a ﬁxed point of the recurrence (9).
Finally, ﬁgure 3B depicts the case in which the markers ﬂank
the same side of the inversion. On the basis of the recombination
fractions indicated in the ﬁgure, the conditional haplotype fre-
quencies also obey the vector recurrence (9) but with matrix M
deﬁned as
1 v 01q[ ](1 v )v (1 v )(1 v )1 2 1 2
(1 v )(1 v ) (1 v )v1 2 1 2(1 q)[ ]0 1 v1
(11)
and matrix N deﬁned as
v 0 0 0 0 v v v (1 v ) 01 1 2 1 2q  (1 q) .[ ] [ ]0 v (1 v ) v v 0 0 0 0 v1 2 1 2 1
At the single-marker equilibria, the choices p p p p p pabFi abFn a b
again furnish a ﬁxed point of the recurrence (9).
It is instructive to consider the deceleration of convergence to
linkage equilibrium when the markers ﬂank the inversion as
shown in ﬁgure 3A. To assess the rate of convergence, ﬁgure 4
plots the ratio
m1Fp  p p FabFi a b (12)mFp  p p FabFi a b
as a function of m, starting at the initial parameter values in table
1. The ratio (12) stabilizes after 40 generations at ∼0.91. By con-
trast, for a similar chromosome segment without an inversion,
the ratio
m1Fp  p p Fab a b p 1 v (13)mFp  p p Fab a b
remains constant at the value 0.77. A higher ratio is indicative
of a slower rate of convergence to linkage equilibrium. Although
it is intuitively obvious that the limit of the ratio (12) should
exceed the ratio (13), the mathematical theory of appendix A
precisely predicts the difference.
Allele-Frequency Estimation
As already noted, allele frequencies may differ on normal and
inverted backgrounds for a marker in an inverted region. This
raises the question of how to estimate their population frequen-
cies from a random sample of individuals. The problem is more
subtle than it ﬁrst appears. Consider the genotype frequencies in
table 2, which are based on codominant alleles, where q is the
known frequency of the inversion and and are the fre-p paFn aFi
quencies of allele a on normal and inverted backgrounds, re-
spectively. If the random sample contains no information on
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Table 3. Genetic Distances
for the CEPH Data
Marker
Map
Coordinates
(cM)
Female Male
D8S1706 6.51 14.44
Left boundarya 9.68 16.07
D8S351 12.85 17.69
D8S1130 25.00 19.84
Right boundarya 27.75 20.92
D8S552 30.50 22.00
D8S1754 33.00 22.00
a Assumed inversion boundaries ac-
cording to Broman et al.5
Table 4. Inversion Status of the
Parents of Eight CEPH Families on
the Basis of Two-Color FISH
Inversion Statusa
Family Father Mother
102b I/I N/I
1331c N/I NA
1332 N/N N/I
1347 N/I N/I
1362 N/I I/I
1413 N/N I/I
1416 N/I I/I
884 I/I N/I
a Np normal background; Ip inverted
background.
b Although individual 102 was scored,
she was omitted from statistical analysis.
c Individual 1331 was not scored be-
cause of technical difﬁculties with the cell
line. NA p not applicable.
inversion status, then the likelihood contains only factors such
as
2[(1 q)p  qp ]aFn aFi
for homozygotes and
2[(1 q)p  qp ][(1 q)p  qp ]aFn aFi bFn bFi
for heterozygotes. This makes it clear that only the convex com-
binations— —can be estimated. For a given allele(1 q)p  qpaFn aFi
a, neither nor by itself is identiﬁable. This situation rad-p paFn aFi
ically changes when information on inversion status is available.
Because of the expense of inversion assignment, data from
mixed samples of assigned and unassigned individuals are most
likely to be used in allele-frequency estimation. Appendix B de-
rives an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm pertinent to
this situation. In the “Results” section, we illustrate the algorithm
in action on genotypes gleaned from two different data sets.
Algorithms for Linkage Analysis
We now turn to gene-mapping issues raised by our population-
genetics model. To keep the algorithms as simple as possible, we
assume linkage equilibrium in the extended sense just discussed
as well as Haldane’s model of recombination. Because of the de-
mands of multipoint mapping, we must deal with linkage equi-
librium involving more than two markers. The obvious rule in
computing haplotype frequencies in this context is to take the
product of ordinary allele frequencies outside the inversion and
allele frequencies speciﬁc to inverted or normal chromosomes
inside the inversion. Because of the inevitablemathematical com-
plexities, we did not formally investigate the rate of convergence
to equilibrium for three or more markers, but there can be little
doubt that convergence occurs given enough time. Furthermore,
the rate of convergence is almost certainly slower than it would
be in the absence of the inversion, because of recombinations
suppression.
For a marker inside the inversion, a user of Mendel has the
option of entering two sets of allele frequencies in the locus ﬁle:
one set pertinent to the normal background and one set pertinent
to the inverted background. If genotyping data on individuals
with known inversion status are unavailable, then one can ignore
the inversion in estimating allele frequencies and assume iden-
tical allele frequencies on normal and inverted backgrounds. This
decision entails some risk, but the alternative of refraining from
linkage analysis altogether is even less appealing.
The likelihood L of a pedigree of n people is usually written as
…Lp Pen(X dG ) Prior(G ) Tran(G dG ,G ) ,   i i j m k l
i j {k,l,m}G G1 n
(14)
where is the penetrance of the phenotype of personPen(X dG ) Xi i i
i given his or her genotype , is the prior probabilityG Prior(G )i j
of genotype of founder j, and is the probabilityG Tran(G dG ,G )j m k l
that parents k and l with genotypes and transmit genotypeG Gk l
to their child m.28 There are two competing deterministic al-Gm
gorithms for evaluating the likelihood (14). The Lander-Green-
Kruglyak algorithm29–31 considers all pedigree members collec-
tively as it marches from one locus to the next. It is difﬁcult for
that algorithm to accommodate both inverted and normal chro-
mosomes, since the physical order of the loci is no longer rigidly
maintained. The classic Elston-Stewart32 algorithm takes all loci
simultaneously, but one person at a time. Thus, it is ﬂexible
enough to consider alternative locus orders and alternative in-
terlocus distances.
Because the Elston-Stewart algorithm scales exponentially in
the number of loci, it is impossible to handle more than a few
loci within any likelihood evaluation or maximum-likelihood
run. In computing location scores, Mendel operates by consid-
ering a window of markers centered on a putative trait location.
The size of the window is adjusted by the user. The genotypes
that Mendel hands to its internal likelihood-evaluation routines
are multilocus, with phased maternal and paternal haplotypes.
Mendel assumes penetrances that factor into locus-Pen(X dG )i i
speciﬁc penetrances. In practice, most of these are purely quali-
tative, with values limited to 0 or 1. More-complicated pene-
trances are possible, particularly at the trait locus. The prior prob-
ability of genotype factors into maternal and paternalPrior(G ) Gj j
haplotype frequencies computed under linkage equilibrium by
the product rule just described.
To distinguish the inversion background of a haplotype and
whether markers fall inside or outside the inversion, left and right
boundary markers must be included in each Mendel run. The left
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Table 5. Estimated Allele
Frequencies for D8S1130
on Each Background
Allele Frequency by Background
Uniforma Normal Inverted
.1994 .1805 .2120
.2061 .3505 .1095
.1935 .0869 .2647
.2173 .1408 .2684
.0871 .0001 .1452
.0967 .2412 .0001
a Frequencies assumed equal on the
two backgrounds.
Table 6. Maximum Location
Scores When Marker D8S351 Is
Positioned in the Interval
between the Left Boundary
and Marker D8S1130
Family
Maximum Location Scoreby
Method
Standard Inversion FISHa
All 27.8 32.7 34.2
1362 1.7 5.8 5.8
1413 3.8 4.0 5.4
1347 2.7 2.7 2.7
1416 1.8 1.8 1.8
884 6.0 6.0 6.0
102 6.8 6.8 6.8
1331 3.3 3.3 3.3
1332 3.0 3.0 3.0
a Cytogenetic data are included with
inversion-speciﬁc mapping option.
boundary marker is biallelic, with allele 1 ﬂagging normal chro-
mosomes and allele 2 ﬂagging inverted chromosomes. The right
boundary marker is monoallelic. Ordinarily, genotypes at the
boundary markers are recorded as blank in the Mendel input
pedigree ﬁle. If cytogenetic information is available to support a
speciﬁc assignment at the left boundary marker, then the assign-
ment can be entered for the corresponding person in the pedigree
ﬁle. Otherwise, all four combinations of inverted and normal
chromosomes are considered possible for the person.
The transmission probabilities are the mostTran(G dG ,G )m k l
complicated feature encountered in computing pedigree likeli-
hoods. The background information provided by the alleles at
the left boundary marker determine the order of loci inside the
inversion and whether recombination is suppressed. With two
parental haplotypes of normal background, no modiﬁcations of
the input map data are necessary. If the two haplotypes have
opposite backgrounds, then recombination is suppressed in the
inverted region. When both haplotypes occur on inverted back-
grounds, the order of the internal loci is reversed. For example,
if the boundaries and internal loci occur in the order LM 1
on a normal background, then they occur in theM M  R2 3
order on the inverted background. ReversalLM M M  R3 2 1
switches the nearest internal loci ( and ) neighboring theM M1 3
left and right boundary markers L and R as well as the map dis-
tances separating these boundaries and their nearest neighbors.
Map distances over adjacent intervals are additive, and recom-
bination fractions v can be computed from map distances d by
Haldane’s formula
1
2d( )vp 1 e .
2
Equivalently, recombination fractions over adjacent intervals can
be combined via Trow’s formula. Regardless of whether Haldane’s
or Trow’s method is used, all transmission probabilities are com-
putable with careful bookkeeping.
In addition to asking where a marker or trait likely maps, many
researchers will be interested in which family members carry in-
verted chromosomes. The best statistical approach to this ques-
tion is to compute the posterior probability of each possible chro-
mosome background for each family member not subjected to
cytogenetic analysis with FISH. Taking phase into account, there
are four such posterior probabilities per person. If we letX denote
the phenotype vector for the entire pedigree and denoteG p a/bil
the event that person i has genotype at the left boundarya/b
marker l, then the relevant conditional probability is
Pr (G p a/b, X)ilPr (G p a/b dX)p .il Pr (X)
Each of the joint likelihoods can be computedPr (G p a/b, X)il
as an ordinary likelihood if we force all of i’s genotypes ex-
cept at the left boundary marker to have zero or near-zeroa/b
penetrance.
Marker Mapping of Eight CEPH Families
To evaluate the effectiveness of our gene-mapping software, we
analyzed data from the eight CEPH families deposited at the
Marshﬁeld Clinic Research Foundation Web site. Broman et al.5
observed certain individuals in these families with an abnormally
high number of apparent crossovers in a short interval on chro-
mosome region 8p23. The most plausible explanation for this
phenomenon is that the individuals carry a common chromo-
some inversion. Subsequent FISH experiments by the same au-
thors conﬁrmed this hypothesis and suggested a population fre-
quency of 21% for the inversion, on the basis of data from 50
unrelated individuals.5
Given the wealth of genetic data on these CEPH families and
the experimentally veriﬁed presence of inversions, we decided to
test our software on the families. Table 3 summarizes a stripped-
down marker map of the region taken from the study by Broman
et al.,5 with use of genetic distances provided by the Marshﬁeld
Web site. Themarkers in this map are selected for informativeness
and are sufﬁciently well spaced to give a hint of the increased
power of our software to map a trait relative to an established
marker map. Here, we take marker D8S351 as the trait in a lo-
cation-score analysis.
Haplotyping the families with the haplotyping option of Men-
del detects two families with possible triple-recombinationevents
under the normal map. These occur in the inversion interval in
individuals 10 and 11 of family 1362 and in individuals 3 and 9
of family 1413. The remaining six families do not show any un-
usual recombination patterns.
Allele frequencies for the trait (D8S351) and all markers except
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Figure 5. Location-score curves for all families with use of the standard method (dashed curve) versus the inversion-speciﬁc method
(solid curve). LEFT p left boundary; RIGHT p right boundary.
Figure 6. Location-score curves for family 1362 with use of the standard method (dashed curve) versus the inversion-speciﬁc method
(solid curve). LEFT p left boundary; RIGHT p right boundary.
D8S1130 were estimated by Mendel. Although these estimates as-
sume the same frequencies on normal and inverted backgrounds,
they do take full account of the correlations between familymem-
bers.33 Genotypes on the intrainversion marker D8S1130 are also
available for 656 parents of the nuclear families ascertained for
autism that are available from the Autism Genetics Resource Ex-
change.34 As a test case for the EM algorithm, we combined these
656 genotypes with the genotypes of 16 parents from the CEPH
families, 14 of which have inversion status determined. Because
alleles are scored differently in the two data sets, we used the
program MicroMerge35 to ﬁnd a suitable alignment between al-
leles of the data sets. To improve parameter estimates in the EM
algorithm, we combined alleles via Mendel, so that theminimum
frequency for any allele was at least 5%.
It is a priori obvious that including cytogenetic status should
increase the power to detect linkage. In the study of Broman et
al.,5 the mothers of families 1413 and 1362 were found by two-
color FISH to be homozygous for the inversion. To increase the
information available for allele-frequency estimation and linkage
analysis, we replicated the earlier inversion assignments and at-
tempted to determine the status of the remaining parents in the
eight CEPH families. FISH was performed on metaphase chro-
mosomes from lymphoblastoid cell lines (Coriell Cell Reposito-
ries) from all parents except themother of family 1331. BACclone
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Figure 7. Location-score curves for family 1413 with the mother unkaryotyped (dashed curve) versus with the mother karyotyped (solid
curve). LEFT p left boundary; RIGHT p right boundary.
GS173O4, located at the distal boundary of the 8p23 inversion,9
and BAC clone RP11-235O5, located near the proximal boundary
of the 8p23 inversion at positions 10593770-10642582,wereused
as probes. UCSC build hg17 indicates that both probes are located
inside the inversion. Probe and slide preparation, DNA hybridiza-
tion, and analysis were performed by conventional methods. At
least 20 cells per case subject were analyzed by direct microscopic
visualization and digital-imaging analysis.
Results
Results of the cytogenetic experiments are shown in table
4. The mother of family 102 has a questionable inversion
status. She appears to carry one normal and one inverted
chromosome, contradicting her involvement in an obli-
gate recombination event in the inversion interval. Thus,
we excluded her inversion status in statistical analysis.
From the remaining 14 FISH scores, we estimated an in-
version frequency of 60% in the CEPH families. Formarker
D8S1180, the EM algorithm converges to the background-
speciﬁc allele frequencies shown in table 5. The table also
lists, for comparison, estimates that ignore chromosome
background. To assess the signiﬁcance of these ﬁndings,
one can compute a likelihood-ratio test comparing the
null hypothesis of equal allele frequencies to the alterna-
tive hypothesis of background-speciﬁc frequencies. Twice
the difference of maximum log-likelihoods yields a x2 sta-
tistic of 3.5 (5 df) for the six alleles of D8S1180. This cor-
responds to a P value of 0.62, if we ignore the failure of
some estimates to remain on the interior of the parameter
space. In any case, there is little reason to reject the null
hypothesis, and we feel justiﬁed in invoking it in further
analysis.
We computed location scores on the eight families both
jointly and separately, assuming an inversion frequency
of 60%. In the ﬁrst set of analyses reported here, we des-
ignated the inversion status of all pedigree members as
“unknown.” To assess whether adding cytogenetic infor-
mation would improve location-score estimates, we rean-
alyzed the eight families in accordance with Broman et
al.5 and our cytogenetic ﬁndings.
Table 6 presents the best location scores for the families
analyzed with use of the standard location-scores option
of Mendel and the new inversion-speciﬁc location-scores
option. The table also lists location scores under the in-
version-speciﬁc option when the previous and new cyto-
genetic data are included. Location scores 13.3 are ge-
nomewide signiﬁcant, according to the Lander and Krug-
lyak criterion.36 When all families are analyzed jointly, the
standard Mendel option yields a maximum location score
of 27.8 with the trait D8S351 positioned between the left
boundary and marker D8S1130, an interval that is con-
sistent with its known location on the Marshﬁeld map.
Under the inversion-speciﬁc option, the maximum loca-
tion score increases to 32.7 and positions trait D8S351 in
the same interval. The location score increases to 34.2
when cytogenetic data are included. The single-family
analyses are also revealing, particularly for families 1362
and 1413. The evidence from these two families alone is
insufﬁcient to map D8S351 very precisely, but, in com-
bination with the evidence from the other six families, it
places D8S351 close to its known location.
Mendel has the capacity either to search a likelihood sur-
face or to evaluate it over a grid of points. The maximum-
likelihood estimates in table 6 reﬂect Mendel’s search
mode applied to the region between the left boundary and
marker D8S1130. Some of the most salient results from
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Figure 8. Maximum location scores for the placement of marker D8S351 as a function of the inversion frequency q
table 6 are reinforced in ﬁgures 5 and 6, which plot the
output of Mendel’s grid mode. The location-score curves
depicted in these ﬁgures show abrupt changes at inversion
boundaries. There are two explanations for this odd be-
havior. First, the log-likelihood plunges downward at a
marker whenever a family manifests an obligate crossover
between the trait and the marker. We have repeatedly em-
phasized that a wrong map can produce apparent obligate
crossovers. Second, the set of markers employed in the
linkage computations changes as we pass from interval to
interval. Because the markers are not inﬁnitely polymor-
phic, the information content varies from set to set.
In the absence of cytogenetic data, our statistical anal-
ysis reveals that the mothers in both families have at least
a 99% posterior probability of carrying two inverted chro-
mosomes, a prediction conﬁrmed by Broman et al.5 and
our cytogenetic ﬁndings. Explicitly coding the inversion
status for these two individuals modestly inﬂates their fam-
ilies’ location scores. In family 1413, the increase from 4.0
to 5.4 is less gratifying than the drop in linkage evidence
on the presumably incorrect interval betweenD8S1130 and
the right boundary shown in ﬁgure 7.
We were concerned about whether our likelihood anal-
ysis would perform robustly over a range of possible in-
version frequencies. Family 1362 is of particular interest,
because the location-score curve peaks in standard linkage
analysis on the interval between D8S1130 and the right
boundary, inconsistentwith the knownpositionofD8S351.
The inversionmethodmapsD8S351 correctly between the
left inversion boundary and D8S1130 at the estimated in-
version frequency of 60%. We reran Mendel’s inversion
option with inversion frequencies ranging from 0% to
100% for family 1362. As ﬁgure 8 indicates, once the inver-
sion frequency exceeds 10%, the inversion method maps
D8S351 to the correct interval.
Discussion
We have demonstrated the intuitively obvious fact that
chromosome inversions change the nature of genetic
equilibrium and slow the rate of convergence to equilib-
rium. The virtue of amathematicalmodel is that it permits
precise quantiﬁcation of this phenomenon. Appendix A
shows how the rate of convergence to equilibrium de-
pends on the population frequency of the inverted chro-
mosome and the geometry of the inversion and the mark-
ers in its vicinity.
Our model does not consider some subtleties that may
be biologically relevant. For instance, it is plausible that
markers outside an inversion but close to either boundary
may be less likely to recombine than markers farther from
a boundary. Here, we have in mind steric hindrances
caused by aberrant geometries such as DNA looping. An-
other complication is recurrent inversion events. These
might entail persistent stochastic variation in allele and
haplotype frequencies. Because both objections involve
second-order effects, we are comfortable in asserting that
our model is reasonable given a large enough inversion,
adequately spaced markers, and a relatively homogeneous
population. In practice, analysis of smaller inversionsmay
not lead to the deﬁnitive results seen with 8p23. The abil-
ity to detect inversions through aberrant recombination
events diminishes as inversion length decreases. Further-
more, if phenomena such as steric hindrance occur at in-
version boundaries, then these are apt to be more impor-
tant with small inversions.
Our analyses successfully demonstrate that taking proper
account of inversion status can substantially enhance link-
age peaks in large genomic regions with a simple architec-
ture. Broman et al.5 cytogenetically conﬁrmed inversions
in two CEPH families that harbor individuals with highly
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suspect triple recombinations within a 2.5-Mb inversion
in the 8p23 region betweenmarkersD8S1705 andD8S552.
In the case of family 1362, our modiﬁed linkage method
yields a location score of 5.8 in the interval between the
left boundary and D8S1130, in contrast to the standard
method, which gives a nonsigniﬁcant location score of
1.7. More importantly, the new method correctly maps
D8S351 to the interval between the left boundary and
D8S1130; the standard linkage method maps D8S351 be-
tween D8S1130 and the right boundary. Improvements in
location scores weremoremodest for family 1413, perhaps
because of less informative markers ﬂanking the inversion
boundaries. There were no changes in location scores for
the remaining families, which display no recombination
events within the inversion region. Cytogenetic assign-
ment of key people is certainly helpful but not absolutely
necessary for gene mapping. Including inversion status
when analyzing family 1413 narrows the best region for
D8S351 from the two intervals ﬂanking D8S1130 to only
the interval to the left of D8S1130. Mapping conclusions
are fairly robust to misspeciﬁed inversion frequencies.
Computation of posterior probabilities of inversionstatus
can guide cytogenetic analysis of those suspected of car-
rying inversions, as suggested by the concordance be-
tween high posterior probabilities (99%) and FISH results
for the mothers in CEPH families 1362 and 1413. Given
the expense involved, careful targeting of key individuals
for FISH analysis is advisable. There is little point in sub-
jecting individuals to FISH if they have a low posterior
probability of carrying an inversion.
When a marker falls inside an inversion, the EM algo-
rithm for estimating its allele frequencies can converge to
an inferior mode in small data sets. One remedy is to start
the algorithm from multiple random points and record
the best mode found. Convergence can also be excruci-
atingly slow, taking literally thousands of iterations. For-
tunately, each iteration is very fast to compute. We have
demonstrated that some individuals in a random sam-
ple must have experimentally determined inversion status
to estimate different allele frequencies on normal and in-
verted backgrounds. For data sets as small as the CEPH
data featured here, it is hard to estimate allele frequencies
with much precision. It is probably better to use published
estimates of allele frequencies and assume equal frequen-
cies on normal and inverted backgrounds than to rely on
poor estimates from just a handful of families. Our likeli-
hood-ratio test on a merged data set for marker D8S1130
was unable to reject the null hypothesis of equal allele
frequencies on the two backgrounds, even given a large
inversion frequency.
The increased resolution afforded by a good inversion
model comes at a computational price. The Lander-Green-
Kruglyak algorithm is no longer viable in linkage analysis,
and the imposition of a biallelic left boundary locusmakes
the Elston-Stewart algorithm less efﬁcient, especially in
the presence of large numbers of untyped people. Thus,
users should be cautious when selecting a marker panel
for analysis. Rare alleles should be combined, andmarkers
should be chosen on the basis of their ability to illuminate
dubious recombination events.We recommend SNPmark-
ers to alleviate computational burdens and to achieve
dense coverage. Mendel has the capacity to combine very
close SNPs into supermarkers. Markers closely ﬂanking in-
version boundaries are helpful. Finally, any tactic that re-
duces genotyping errors should be fully exploited. Such
errors corrupt genetic maps and create serious distractions
in discerning inversions.21
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Appendix A
Convergence of Haplotype Frequencies
Since we have fully described single-marker dynamics, we focus here on haplotype dynamics. For notational con-
venience, let us deﬁne the haplotype and allele frequency column vectors and .t tpp (p ,p ) rp (p ,p ,p ,p )abFi abFn aFi aFn bFi bFn
At each generation m, we update p by
m1 m m m mp p f(p ) g(r )pMp  g(r ) , (A1)
where is linear in p and is quadratic in r. If were a linear function of r, then our convergence theoryf(p)pMp g(r) g(r)
would be simple. As things stand, we exploit the fact that converges to its equilibrium value at a known geometricm r r
rate.
The magnitude of the dominant eigenvalue l of the matrix is one of the keys to understanding theFlF Mp (m )ij
dynamical system (A1). This magnitude is called “the spectral radius of M” and determines whether M is contractive.
When one marker ﬂanks the inversion and the other falls inside it, the matrix M that appears in recurrence (8) is
diagonal. Its eigenvalues therefore coincide with its diagonal entries. Each diagonal entry is a convex combination of
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two numbers from the open interval and therefore belongs to this interval as well. It follows that M has spectral(0,1)
norm strictly !1 and is contractive.
Proving that M is contractive for the cases displayed in ﬁgure 3 is more complicated, because M is no longer diagonal.
Fortunately, we can bound the spectral radius above by any induced matrix norm of M (proposition 6.3.2 of “Numerical
Analysis for Statisticians”37). One of the simplest induced matrix norms to apply is the norm . k M kpmax  Fm F i ijj
We will show that by writing and by exploiting the fact that .k M k! 1 Mp qA (1 q)B k M k q k A k(1 q) k B k
When the markers ﬂank the same side of the inversion, then the representation (11) entails
k A kpk B kpmax 1 v ,(1 v )v  (1 v )(1 v ) p 1 v ,[ ]1 1 2 1 2 1
which clearly disposes of this case.
When the markers ﬂank opposite sides of the inversion, then the representation (10) yields
k A kpk B kpmax 1 v ,v v  (1 v )(1 v ) .[ ]12 1 3 1 3
Since belongs to , we focus on the second term entering the maximum. Now the inequality1 v (0,1)12
v v  (1 v )(1 v ) ! 11 3 1 3
is equivalent to the inequality
v  v1 3
v v ! .1 3 2
But this latter inequality is a consequence of the arithmetic-geometric mean inequality
v  v1 3v v 1 3 2
and the inequality .v v ! v v1 3 1 3
The solution to the dynamical system (A1) turns out to be
m1
m m 0 k mk1p pM p  M g(r ) . (A2)
kp0
This representation is true, by deﬁnition, when and can be veriﬁed in general by mathematical induction. Ifmp 1
we let m tend to inﬁnity and assume that all limit operations are valid, then the long-run equilibrium

 k p p M g(r ) (A3)
kp0
emerges. Our ﬁnal objective is to give a rigorous proof of this result, with explicit bounds on the rate of convergence
to equilibrium.
Because we have already introduced the matrix norm, we will use the compatible vector norm  
k v kpmax Fv Fi i
in our proof. At a crucial stage in our argument, we will need to use the fact that the quadratic function satisﬁesg(r)
a Lipschitz condition for all r and s. The constant c can be derived from the multivariate mean-k g(r) g(s) k c k r s k
value inequality
1
k g(r) g(s) k k dg tr (1 t)s k dt k r s k ,[ ]
0
where is the Jacobian of the function . Because the entries of are linear functions of u, the supremumdg(u) g(u) dg(u)
of the norm is attained on its compact (closed and bounded) domain. This supremum serves as c.k dg(u) k
We will also need a bound on the deviation of from . The identities (eqs. [1] and [5]) show thatm  m  mk r  r k r r r 
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for a matrix Q with norm . The bound follows directly from the m 0  m  m 0 r p Q (r  r )  k Q k! 1 k r  r kk Q kk r  r k
matrix norm property .m mk Q kk Q k
These preliminaries put us in position to bound the norm of the difference between equations (A2) and (A3) by
m1 
m  m 0 k mk1  k k p  p kk M kk p k k M kk g(r ) g(r ) k k M kk g(r ) k 
kp0 kpm
m1k g(r ) km 0 k mk1 k M k k p k  k M k c k r  r k[ ]1 k M k kp0
m1k g(r ) km 0 k mk1 0 k M k k p k  k M k c k Q kk r  r k[ ]1 k M k kp0
m1k g(r ) km 0 m 0 k M k k p k  cd k r  r k[ ]1 k M k kp0
k g(r ) km 0 m 0 k M k k p k  cmd k r  r k ,[ ]1 k M k
where . Because for any , it follows that is also . In other words,m m m  mdpmax{k M k , k Q k} md p O(t ) t 1 d k p  p k O(t )
approaches at geometric rate t regardless of the starting values and .m  0 0p p p r
The same local conclusions can be reached by linearizing the iteration map around the equilibrium pointh(r,p)
. Because the differential (r ,p )
Q 0
dh(r,p)p [ ]dg(r) M
of is block lower triangular, its eigenvalues coincide with the eigenvalues of the blocks Q and M. This forces theh(r,p)
spectral radius of to be the maximum of the spectral radii of Q and M. For example, when the markers ﬂank dh(r ,p )
opposite sides of the inversion as in ﬁgure 3A, the spectral radius of Q is . The spectral radius of Mmax{1 v ,1 v }1 3
is the larger root of a complicated quadratic in , , and . It seems obvious that the spectral radius of should v v v dh(r ,p )1 2 3
exceed , the rate of convergence to linkage equilibrium in the absence of the inversion. Our numerical example1 v12
conﬁrms this suspicion.
Appendix B
Estimation of Allele Frequencies
We now describe an EM algorithm for estimating allele frequencies at an autosomal locus from a random sample of
individuals. For the sake of variety, we will derive the EM algorithm from the perspective of the MM algorithm, a
generalization of the EM algorithm that typically uses convexity rather than missing data to construct a minorization
of the log-likelihood of the observed data.38,39 The MM algorithm alternates minorization (ﬁrst M) with maximization
(secondM) of theminorizing function. Each iteration of theMMalgorithmdrives the log-likelihooduphill.Convergence
is declared when the log-likelihood stabilizes.
Each observed genotype contributes an additive term to the log-likelihood. For example according to table 2, a
homozygous individual of unknown inversion status contributes the terma/a
2
ln (1 q)p  qp p 2 ln (1 q)p  qp (B1)[ ] [ ]aFn aFi aFn aFi
to the log-likelihood. Unfortunately, the function (B1) involves a convex combination of and under the logarithmp paFn aFi
sign. If these contributions were separated, then maximization would be easy. To devise anMM algorithm that separates
the contributions, we use the concavity of the function . Concavity entails the inequalityf(u)p lnu
ln (w u w u ) w ln (u )w ln (u )1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2
for every combination of weights and chosen from and positive arguments and .w w p 1w [0,1] u u1 2 1 1 2
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In particular, if and are the current estimates of and , then we havem mp p p paFn aFi aFn aFi
m m m(1 q)p (1 q)p  qpaFn aFn aFiln [(1 q)p  qp ] ln paFn aFi aFn[ ]m m m(1 q)p  qp paFn aFi aFn
m m mqp (1 q)p  qpaFi aFn aFi ln paFi[ ]m m m(1 q)p  qp paFn aFi aFi
p w lnp w lnp  c (B2)1 aFn 2 aFi
in obvious notation. Equality occurs in inequality (B2) when and . This construction furnishes usm mp p p p p paFn aFn aFi aFi
with a function, , that is tangent to the function and lies below it for allw lnp w lnp  c ln (1 q)p  qp[ ]1 aFn 2 aFi aFn aFi
values of and . This is the essence of minorization. Similar considerations apply to the heterozygous genotypep paFn aFi
, becausea/b
ln 2 (1 q)p  qp (1 q)p  qp[ ][ ]}{ aFn aFi bFn bFi
p ln2 ln (1 q)p  qp  ln (1 q)p  qp .[ ] [ ]aFn aFi bFn bFi
When inversion status is known, most of the likelihoods split under the application of logarithm. The heterozygous
genotype with one normal and one inverted chromosome is the sole exception, but it can be handled by thea/b
minorization
m m m m m mp p p p  p paFn bFi aFn bFi bFn aFiln [p p  p p ] ln p paFn bFi bFn aFi aFn bFi[ ]m m m m m mp p  p p p paFn bFi bFn aFi aFn bFi
m m m m m mp p p p  p pbFn aFi aFn bFi bFn aFi ln p pbFn aFi[ ]m m m m m mp p  p p p paFn bFi bFn aFi bFn aFi
p w lnp w lnp w lnp w lnp  c ,1 aFn 1 bFi 2 bFn 2 aFi
where, again, equality occurs when and .m m m mp p p , p p p , p p p , p p paFn aFn bFn bFn aFi aFi bFi bFi
Because minorization is preserved under summation, we can minorize the log-likelihood of all observations byL(p)
a function of the form
mh(p dp )p d lnp  e lnp j jFn j jFi
j j
for positive constants and that depend on the current parameter estimates and . Maximization of subjectm md e p p L(p)j j jFn jFi
to the constraints and is a standard exercise in Lagrange multipliers. The solution p p 1  p p 1jFn jFij j
d ej jm1 m1p p and p pjFn jFid  ek k
k k
deﬁnes the next iterate of the MM algorithm. We leave it to the reader to show that this is exactly the EM algorithm
derived when the data are viewed as a sequence of hidden multinomial trials.40 The EM algorithm is straightforward
to implement with careful bookkeeping. Extension of the algorithm to noncodominant markers is possible by the
methods sketched above, but the details are more complicated.
Web Resources
The URLs for data presented herein are as follows:
Autism Genetics Resource Exchange, http://www.agre.org/ (for
genotype and pedigree data of families ascertained for autism)
Marshﬁeld Clinic Research Foundation, http://www
.marshﬁeldclinic.org/research/pages/index.aspx (for genotype
and pedigree data for the CEPH families)
UCLA Human Genetics, http://www.genetics.ucla.edu/software/
(for the latest version of Mendel)
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